
references 127 and 208). Unfortunately, there is evidence that
complex equations (e.g., models described in the previous sec-
tion under points i and ii) have often been constructed in an
attempt to explain a set of experimental data that exhibited so
much scatter that it was impossible to discriminate between the
different models (127, 182, 200, 212, 213, 224). Monod was
aware of the inadequate quality of his data, and he reasoned
that: “several different mathematical formulations could be
made to fit the data. But it is convenient and logical to adopt
a hyperbolic equation” (167). This leads to the conclusion that
there is a need to acquire reproducible data of better quality
(reproducible data from continuous culture were presented in,
for example, references 135 and 224) and that it seems a
fruitless exercise to develop new models as long as it is not
possible to discriminate between them on the basis of the
experimental data. One should be also aware that the devel-
opment of unstructured models has, perhaps, reached its ma-
turity and that much effort will therefore now be channeled
into the development and verification of structured models
(66, 178). However, the experimental effort expended to gen-
erate data that are required by the structured models will be
enormous (i.e., data are needed that provide information on
the mechanism of biomass growth and its composition). Al-
though both the analytical and computational facilities for the
advancement of such models are well developed, it will still be
difficult to find the necessary balance between avoiding unnec-
essary complexity and ensuring sufficient reality.

Parameter identifiability. When the Monod model (equa-
tion 1) is directly fitted to a set of experimental data, Ks values
are known to vary with mmax (the question of whether and to
what extent the observed changes in Monod kinetic parameters
are a result of this high correlation between them is still un-
answered). This means that the two parameters are not com-
pletely independent but “draw” each other during the fitting
procedure. For example, changing mmax in such a fitting exer-
cise will also immediately lead to a small adjustment of Ks, and
not, as one would expect theoretically, that they can be varied
independently (discussed in reference 151). Therefore, it was
proposed that the mmax/Ks ratio is a better parameter to assess
the advantage in competition for a nutrient(s) at low concen-
trations (93). This ratio, also referred to as specific affinity,
bridges the kinetics of enzymatic substrate uptake and micro-
bial growth (comprehensively analyzed by Button [33–35]). It
has been frequently pointed out that any combination of the
two parameters that results in the same mmax/Ks ratio will fit
equally well in the parameter estimation routine (the practical
problems of the parameter identifiability for growth models
containing “Michaelis-Menten-type” nonlinearities and the
optimal experimental design are discussed in references 40,
208–210, and, recently, 258). In particular, it was stressed that
it is almost impossible to obtain reliable kinetic parameters
from a single batch substrate depletion curve. The reason for
this is that for initial substrate concentrations much higher
than the effective Ks, which is usually the case in batch cultures,
the fitting procedure becomes insensitive to changes in Ks and,
consequently, Ks values differing by several orders of magni-
tude could successfully describe the experimental data. Thus,
mmax is the only parameter that rigidly fixes the growth behav-
ior in batch culture (this statement is based on our personal
experience but has also been discussed in references 66, 86,
and 210).

Additionally, it should be pointed out that it has been dem-
onstrated (43) that transformations of the original data by usi-
ng, for instance, the Eadie-Hofstee, Lineweaver-Burk, or “direct
linear” plots significantly affect the estimated kinetic constants.
Therefore, it remains an open question whether some of the

observed changes in kinetic parameters are a product of a ten-
dentious data evaluation procedure rather than a reflection of
reality (see, for instance, Fig. 3 and 5 in reference 179).

Variations in Kinetic Parameters

Of all the different models that have been proposed, the
Monod relationship (equation 1) is the one that has been most
frequently used to describe microbial growth kinetics in both
pure (reviewed in references 34, 182, and 224) and mixed (83,
196) culture systems. Therefore, the two “organism constants,”
mmax and Ks, dominate the literature and are discussed in the
following sections of this review. Astonishingly, there is a con-
siderable lack of consistency in the Monod parameters re-
ported even for a specified combination of an organism and a
substrate. Williams (268), who simulated the uptake kinetics by
an undefined mixed culture, concluded that “departure from
the predictions of Michaelis-Menten equation cannot be at-
tributed simply to the fact that the population is heteroge-
neous.” A typical example of the state of information on the
kinetic properties exhibited by a particular microorganism are
the data available for Escherichia coli growing with glucose.
The Ks values reported vary over more than 3 orders of mag-
nitude (Table 2; Fig. 3), and it should be stressed that the case
of E. coli does not stand alone; similar examples can be found
for or Cytophaga johnsonae (104) and Klebsiella pneumoniae
(212).

Based on the discussion so far, it is evident that there are
many different reasons for this variability. Those that seem to
be the most important are the culture history, parameter iden-
tifiability, and quality of the experimental data (for a compre-
hensive review from an engineering point of view, the reader is
referred to reference 79). Here, we would like to concentrate
on the changes which are linked in one or another way to the
experimental setup and the physiological state of the cell (but
see also “Substrate mixtures and mixed cultures” below).

TABLE 2. Kinetic constants and their temperature dependencies
for E. coli grown with glucose as the sole source

of carbon and energy

E. coli
strain

T
(°C)

Ks
(mg liter21)

mmax

(h21)
Cultivation

method
Refer-
ence

ML 30 40 34a 0.75 Chemostat 135
H 37 4,000 0.94 Batch 166
B/r Thy2 37 180 1.04 Batch 260
ML 308 37 3,400 0.75 Batch 125
B/r CM6 37 540 NRc Batch 19
K-12 37 7,160 0.76 Batch 52
ML 308 37 107 0.54 Chemostat 129

2,340 1.23 Batch
ML 30 37 53 0.80 Chemostat 224

72 0.92
ML 30 37 33a 0.76 Chemostat 34
B/r Thy2 30 180 NR Batch 260
NRc 30 77,000–99,000 0.92–1.05 Chemostat 222
ML 30G 30 68b 0.78 Batch 226

12,600
ML 30 28.4 33a 0.54 Chemostat 34
O-124 26 2,400 0.55 Batch 49
OUMI7020 20 8,460b 0.55 Batch 109

46,800
NRc 20 8,000 0.65 Chemostat 111
ML 30 17.4 33a 0.19 Chemostat 34

a The extended Monod model (equation 4) was fitted to the experimental data.
b Two uptake systems of different affinity were reported.
c NR, not reported.
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